Revere Men’s Golf Club
11th Annual Member Guest Tournament

“Horse Race”
October 28, 2017
Concord Golf Course - After Morning Round & Lunch

HORSE RACE TROPHY
11.5” W x 9.5”H
EVENT: All 2-Man Member Guest Teams desiring to participate in the Horse Race will indicate their
interest during Registration at the Friday evening Cocktail (10/27) or, if absent Friday evening, at
Check-in Saturday morning (10/28). The event is organized into three (3) Flights A, B & C, with a
maximum of 12 teams per flight. If there are more than 12 teams/flight, only the highest performing
teams during the morning round will qualify to participate in the Horse Race. Flights will be built
around an even number of teams and your team handicap index. Play is on the Concord Golf Course.
HORSE RACE FORMAT:
Starting Points: A Flight teams will start on hole 1 (Silver tees); B Flight teams start on hole 3 (Silver
tees); and, C Flight teams start on hole 6 (Bronze tees). There will be a maximum of 12 teams at
each starting hole.
Process: Per event coordinator instructions, each team will mark their golf balls accordingly (i.e., A1, B-3, C-12, etc.). The RMGC Member of each team will tee off first, followed by their Guest, using
only one team ball in an alternate shot format all the way to the cup. The Flight coordinator/scorer
will keep track of each team’s performance. In the event of a tie, he will conduct a “chip off” to
determine the teams who will continue to the next hole.
4 teams will be eliminated on the first hole of play.
4 teams will be eliminated on the second hole of play.
2 teams will be eliminated on the third hole of play.
Using the same elimination process above, the remaining 2 teams per flight will then move to hole
18 tee box to compete for flight champion. All trophies will be presented during Sunday's lunch.

